Dream Spaces.
Merillat Classic

the dream kitchen for the real world.
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**HOW TO USE THIS GUIDEBOOK.**

**Section Indicator.**
- New
- Kitchen
- Bath
- Whole Home
- General

**Product Information.**
- Door Style
- Wood Species + Finish
- Glass Insert

**LaBelle**

**Door Style Name.**

**Product Details/Inspiration.**
HOW TO CREATE YOUR PERFECT SPACE.

Choose a style.
Merillat Classic offers style choices that can create a number of different looks – from traditional to contemporary.

Choose a wood species.
All wood is different. Each has its own unique characteristics that can have a major impact on the look of a room. Merillat Classic offers Maple, Oak, Cherry, Hickory and Laminate.

Choose a finish.
We can help create nearly any look with our finish choices. Add a Glaze or an Accent to add depth and sophistication.

Select your storage features.
Over half of homeowners who recently remodeled their kitchens or built a new home have told us they would add even more storage if they had it to do over again. Add the storage you need for the functionality you want.

Work with a designer to choose the final touches.
Hardware, Glass features, Accents. These are the things that add personality to your kitchen.
New  DOOR STYLE & FINISH.

Bellingham
Bellingham
Maple + New Cotton Finish

01 New Hood.
02 New Pull-out Table.
03 New Single Tray Roll-out with Butt Doors.
Fusion + Tolani
Maple + Natural Finish
Maple + Sable Finish (island)

01 Deep Base Drawer Organizer.
A way to keep pots and pans within reach.

02 Bookcase.
Easily accessible additional space.

03 New Three Piece Drawers.
Deep drawers allow for additional storage.
LaBelle
Maple + Toffee with Java Glaze Finish

01 | Cookbook Tray/Media Center.
A place to keep books and technology within reach while out of the way.

02 | Microwave Cabinet with Drawer.
The microwave is easily accessible to everyone in the kitchen.

03 | Top Mount Wastebasket.
A hidden waste and recycling center or a perfect place to store pet food.
Somerton Hill
Maple + Natural with Java Glaze Finish

- Tall Pantry with Pull-out Trays.
- Built-in Wall Cabinet with Estero Corbel.
- Base Lazy Susan.
Whitebay II
**Whitebay II**
Laminate + White Finish

1. **Cutting Board Kit.**
   A dedicated place for food preparation keeps the countertop clutter free.

2. **Traditional Mullion Doors.**
   Glass doors are a decorative element perfect for decorative display.
Lariat
Cherry + Paprika with Ebony Glaze Finish
Maple + Oatmeal with Desert Glaze Finish
Seneca Ridge
Maple + Toffee Finish
Lariat
Maple + Toffee with Java Glaze Finish
Maple + Paprika with Ebony Glaze Finish
Avenue
Avenue
Maple + Chiffon with Tuscan Glaze Finish

01 Pull-out Spice Rack.
02 Cutting Board Kit.
03 Double Tray Roll-out with Butt Doors.
Somerton Hill
Cherry + Amaretto with Java Glaze Finish

01. Traditional Mullion with Standard Glass.
02. Scalloped Wine Rack.
03. Pull-out Spice Rack.
Spring Valley
Oak + Medium Finish
Lariat
Cherry + Cider Finish
Portrait
Oak + Medium Finish
Sutton Cliffs
Hickory + Natural Finish
Avenue
Avenue
Maple + Natural Finish
Cherry + Cider with Java Glaze Finish

01 | Wine Rack.
02 | Dual-height Countertop Island.
03 | Kitchen Desk.
Portrait
Maple + Natural Finish
Portrait
Cherry + Paprika Finish
Fusion + Portrait
Fusion + Portrait
Maple + Kona Finish

Wine Rack Cabinet.
Portrait
**Portrait**
Maple + Natural Finish

- CoreGuard™ Sink Base.
- Microwave Cabinet with Drawer.
- Tall Pantry with Deluxe Roll-out trays.
- Wine Rack.
Fusion
Maple + Sable Finish
Tolani
Tolani
Maple + Chiffon Finish
Maple + Kona Finish

01 Cutting Board Kit.
02 Base Swing-out Shelves.
03 Drawer Organizer.
< Spring Valley
Maple + Chiffon with Tuscan Accent Finish

01 Crown Molding.
02 Windmere Leg.
03 Satin Nickel Hardware (HP164).
Somerton Hill
Cherry + Amaretto with Java Glaze Finish

01 Appliance Garage.
02 Medicine Cabinet.
03 Open Cube Organizer.
Seneca Ridge
Oak + Natural Finish
LaBelle
Cherry + Paprika Finish
Sutton Cliffs
Sutton Cliffs
Maple + Sable Finish
Tolani
Tolani
Maple + Kona Finish

01 Floating Shelf.
02 Tapered Leg.
03 Satin Nickel Hardware (HP135).
Avenue
Cherry + Paprika with Ebony Glaze Finish

01 Crown Molding.
02 Spice Drawers.
03 Prairie Mullion Glass Door.
Tolani
Maple + Toffee Finish

01 | Deluxe Roll-out Trays.
02 | Satin Nickel Hardware (HP135).
03 | Butt Doors.
Fusion
Cherry + Cider Finish
<Lariat
Maple + Sable with Ebony Glaze Finish

01 Tall Cabinet with Pull-out Trays.
Accessible storage for office items and craft materials.

02 File Drawer.
An easy filing solution to help keep office space organized.
Whole Home

Whitebay II
Laminate + White Finish
Arbor Falls II
Laminate + White Finish

Pull-out Laundry Bin.
Spring Valley
Spring Valley
Hickory + Cider Finish

01 | Tall Cabinet with Bookcase.
An open cabinet provides simple storage that is out of the way.

02 | Spice Drawers.
Perfect for spices or any small items that need to be put away.
Portrait
Maple + Sable Finish

01 Desk.
02 Built-in Wardrobe.
Spring Valley
Maple + Natural with Java Accent Finish

Built-in Open Wall Shelves.
ISLANDS.

Tolani
Maple + Sable Finish
New 3-piece drawer front
Island thinking.
An island has the ability to completely change the kitchen for the better. Visually, it can help tie it together, creating a central focus and meeting place. Functionally, it can take a kitchen to a completely different level by giving you more surface area, more preparation space, more storage and it can even serve as an informal eating space.

Avenue Maple Kona dual height countertops with open shelves and Prairie Mullion.

Somerton Hill Cherry Amaretto dual height countertops with open shelves, glass inserts, and spice drawers.
Somerton Hill Maple Natural with Java Glaze dual height countertops and glass mullion doors.

Tolani Maple Kona with differing cabinet sizes for visual interest.

Somerton Hill Maple Sedona dual height countertops and glass mullion doors. Seneca Ridge Maple Toffee dual height countertops and glass mullion doors. Avenue Maple Natural with clean-looking storage and a stylish wine rack.
Avenue Cherry Cider with Java Glaze dual height countertops and glass mullion doors (with five piece drawer front).

Sutton Cliffs Cherry Cider includes a sink and a butcher block area.

Somerton Hill Cherry Amaretto with Java Glaze and an open side for display.

Avenue Maple Chiffon with Tuscan Glaze with tapered legs and bottom shelf.

Seneca Ridge Cherry Paprika features dual height work areas.
Kitchen Storage Solutions

- CoreGuard™ Sink Base
- Base Pull-out
- Tray Divider Roll-out
- Spice Drawer
- Base Swing-out Shelves
- Base Lazy Susan
- Open Plate Rack Shelf
- Under Cabinet Shelf
- Bookcase
Note: This is a small sampling of the wide variety of storage accessories and lighting. To learn more, visit www.merillat.com.
Kitchen Storage Solutions

- Drawer Organizer
- Wide Shallow Drawer Organizer
- Scalloped Wine Rack
- Utility Tray Kit
- Cutting Board with Cutlery Drawer
- Open End Cabinet Shelf
- Deep Drawer Organizer
- Top Mount Double Bin Wastebasket
- Top Mount Wastebasket
Bathroom Storage Solutions

Medicine Cabinet

Tri-View Medicine Cabinet

Vanity Wall Boutique

Appliance Garage

Under Cabinet Shelf

Vanity Hamper Roll-Out

Spice Tray Insert

Drawer Organizer

Drawer Partition
DOOR STYLES AND SELECTION.

**Style.**
Merillat Classic includes a myriad of styles, colors, and wood species in order to help you create the exact look you desire. The following pages show you the different looks you can achieve with Merillat Classic cabinetry. The cabinets make the kitchen. And we give you the choices that help make the kitchen look extraordinary.

**Full overlay.**
Cabinet door styles that cover most of the face frame, giving prominence to the door and drawer design.

**Partial overlay.**
Style of cabinet door found on a framed cabinet that overlays the face frame, leaving much of the face frame exposed.

**Solid drawer front.**
A drawer that has no frame, made of a solid slab of wood for a continuous look.

**Five piece drawer front.**
Popular door construction with 5 pieces assembled together, 2 stiles, 2 rails, and a panel, creating depth and detail.

**Three piece drawer front.**
Our new drawer construction of a 3 piece panel assembled together, creating a smooth surface while resembling the broad stiles and rails of the door.
View our full door style and finish selection. Please visit Merillat.com/our-products

NOTE: All doors shown are in Natural Finish. Glass Doors: Fusion, LaBelle, Lariat and Tolani door styles are available only in Standard Clear Glass. Portrait (including Portrait with five piece drawer front), and Avenue (including Avenue with five piece drawer front) are available only in Prairie. All other door styles are available in Square or Arch.
Finishes

Maple / Stained Finishes

Maple / Painted Finishes

Maple / Glazed Finishes

Maple / Painted Glazed Finishes

Maple / Accent Finishes

Availability may vary on all finishes and all wood species.
Glaze Finish.
A Glaze can change the look of the entire kitchen, adding elegance and personality. Glaze treatments and techniques can vary from heavy to light. Door styles that have more detail are excellent candidates for Glazes, creating the opportunities for Glazes to fill in and add the intended effect. Glaze finishes are only available in Maple and Cherry in full overlay door styles.

Accent Glaze Finish.
Our Accent Glaze is not a hand-wiped Glaze. Instead, a small bead is delicately and skillfully hand applied to the edges of the pre-finished door and drawer after they have been lightly sanded. Once the accent Glaze is complete, a top coat is applied to protect the surface. The base color of the finished door is unchanged, resulting in a subtle outlining effect. Accent Glaze is offered on partial overlay door styles (Spring Valley and Seneca Ridge) only.
Merillat Classic Accent Collections®

Estero
A stunning, well crafted Mission-style collection that can instantly take the ordinary into the extraordinary.

Tapestry
A simple way to create a stunning kitchen that includes a breathtaking wave and leaf design.
Windmere
An eclectic evolution with an ornate rope design, Windmere transforms any kitchen into a decorative statement.
Note: Hardware sizes vary. Please consult your dealer/designer for specific information.
A REVOLUTION IN UNDER-SINK THINKING IS HERE.

At Merillat, we believe in rethinking everything in the kitchen to make it smarter, more functional, and easier to work with. The CoreGuard Sink Base is a revolution in under-sink thinking, helping keep your sink base clean and durable for years to come.

Engineered polymer sides, back and floor are simple and efficient to clean up, with raised ribs to keep items dry. Built-in durability gives you protection throughout the years: Merillat Limited Lifetime Warranty.
WOOD CHARACTERISTICS.

Much like fine leather and glazed tile each piece of wood has its own unique traits. The type of soil the tree was grown in, the weather, even the amount of moisture and sunlight have effects on graining and induce delicate color variations. Each variation makes the cabinetry more interesting and creates a sophisticated charm that makes your cabinets one of a kind.

Glaze Characteristics
The art of glazing has been around for decades. A semi-transparent Glaze is applied to a door that has a base finish color and a sealer. This Glaze is then hand wiped with a rag to mimic the look of a well-aged door. No two doors and/or drawers will look exactly alike due to this handcrafted technique. When a light Glaze is applied to a dark finish or a dark Glaze is applied to a light finish, the glazing will be more apparent.

Paint Characteristics
The application of paint to cabinetry can enhance style details and design elements. Once paint is applied it is common to see hairline cracks in the finish surface along the joints. This is normal, occurring as the wood expands and contracts. These joint lines do not affect the strength of the cabinetry construction.

The Art of the Accent Glaze
The pre-finished door is lightly sanded and a delicate bead of Glaze is hand applied on the edges of the door. This accent technique subtly highlights the profile of the door and drawer.

Use Samples to Select Colors
Actual colors shown in literature may vary slightly due to printing limitations. Visit your Merillat showroom to preview samples for full color accuracy.

SOFTACTION+®

Silent, graceful, gentle. Every time. SoftAction+ Technology is available on doors as an option and standard on dovetail drawers for Merillat Classic cabinetry with Deluxe construction.

SoftAction+® Drawer Technology
This unique drawer mechanism includes a compression feature that regulates drawer movement. No matter the force used, SoftAction+ creates a smooth motion, protecting drawer contents and eliminating rebounding. SoftAction+ speed is adjustable with the turn of a screw.

Regulated Closings
Whether it’s barely closed or slammed shut, SoftAction+ ensures that the drawer will regulate to a slow, easy movement, allowing the drawer to gently close itself.

Silent Action
SoftAction+ closes without slamming or rattling the contents. It is virtually silent and effortless.

SoftAction+® Door Technology
SoftAction+ brings the same elegance of motion to the cabinet door. The small compression mechanism creates deliberate and ultra-quiet closings, making slamming virtually impossible.

Quiet
SoftAction+ creates remarkably quiet closings, preventing slamming and cabinet door bounce back.

Adjustable
With a simple turn of a screw, SoftAction+ can close slower or faster depending upon your preference.

NOTE: SoftAction+ for drawers can be ordered only in conjunction with Deluxe construction. Note: Colors on wood cabinetry will gradually darken or mellow over time due to aging, light, and UV exposure. To see aging effects of ultraviolet light (UV) on fine cabinetry, visit Merillat.com.
**Wall Cabinets**

1. Finished look (⅛" thick end panels with natural maple foiled edges)
2. Easy-clean laminate interiors (natural maple laminate interiors)
3. Easy access (1⅛" front frames with a true 3" center stile on double door cabinets)
4. Robust integrated back design (⅛" thick back panel grooved to receive the top and bottom, ensuring alignment with the end panels and back panel; addition of a spacer block on the backside of the back panel, found on cabinets 27” and wider, prevents bowing in adverse conditions after installation)
5. Durable hang rails (fortified ⅛" thick engineered wood hang rails with natural maple foiled edge; positioned for easy installation on back side of cabinet)
6. Surpasses KMCA specifications (top and bottom panels are secured with wood-to-wood glue and staples through the back panel; hot melt with an additional security bead along face frame is used to attach top and bottom; ½" thick engineered wood)
7. CARB 11 compliant engineered wood

**Base Cabinets**

1. Constructed for daily use (⅛" thick end panels attached with wood-to-wood glue and staples)
2. Moisture resistant (natural maple laminate interiors)
3. Strong and sturdy frames (1½" wide front, ¾" thick, solid wood)
4. Reinforced components (¼" thick engineered wood back extends all the way to the floor for added strength to reinforce back corners of the cabinet)
5. Improved overall strength (solid pine or Douglas fir hang rails for greater rigidity)
6. 6-way, fully concealed, adjustable hinges
7. Structurally square design (four ½" thick engineered wood gussets hold cabinet square and are dadoed into the side panels)
8. More storage (30% more volume, ½" thick engineered wood drawers feature natural colored maple laminate interiors)
9. Better alignment (dual-captured, self-aligning white drawer guides are side-mounted and hold up to 75 lbs.)
10. Solid hold under-shelf support (locking shelf clips hold shelf securely; cabinets 27” and wider have support cleats as shown)
11. Strong shelves (⅛" thick engineered wood; natural maple in color; requires no shelf paper)
CABINET OPTIONS.

Base Cabinets

1. **Drawer core.** ¾" thick, solid hardwood drawer cores with dovetail joinery provide improved strength and durability over traditional joinery methods.

2. **Undermount.** Our full extension undermount drawer guides are load rated for 75 lbs. The undermount guides offer a cleaner look with more aesthetic appeal.

3. **Plywood end panel.** The end panel option* allows you to add a ¾" thick five-ply furniture grade panel for added strength and stability. Made with moisture- and stain-resistant easy clean interiors. The outside is made from a matching finish veneer (only available on cabinets with Dovetail drawer upgrade).

4. **SoftAction+®.** SoftAction+® Drawer and Door Technology creates silent and gentle closings every time by regulating movement, allowing cabinets to gently close themselves.

Cabinet Features Include:

- **Thicker cores.** A ¾" drawer core provides a remarkably solid frame that will be both useful and will last for years upon years.

- **Dovetail construction.** Providing extraordinary durability, with the strength to endure the most demanding users.

- **¾" standard shelves.** Our fully adjustable wall cabinet shelves are made from ¾" thick engineered wood, including moisture- and stain-resistant easy clean interiors.

- **Standard full extension.** Full extension undermount drawer guide allows you to completely open the drawer making it easy to see and reach all of the contents, including those in the back.

- **Plywood end panel option.** Add a ¾" thick five-ply furniture grade end panel option for added strength and stability (only available with Dovetail drawer upgrade).

*The plywood end panel option is not available with painted finish or Laminate cabinet styles: Arbor Falls II and Whitebay II.
Masco Cabinetry LLC 25-Year Limited Warranty

Masco Cabinetry LLC warrants to the original consumer purchaser that our Merillat Classic® cabinetry will be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use for a period of Twenty-Five (25) Years from date of purchase. This warranty is not transferable. No representative of Merillat has the authority to modify this warranty.

As with other natural materials, wood is affected by environmental factors such as natural and artificial lighting. Darkening or mellowing of the wood can be expected and is a natural process of wood as it ages. Each wood specie also exhibits its own distinctive patterns and characteristics which add to its natural beauty. These variations in color and characteristics are not considered imperfections or defects. This warranty does not cover the natural aging and darkening of wood color nor does it apply to the inherent growth characteristic of wood.

We further provide a LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY to the original purchaser on the door hinges and drawer glides for as long as you own the product. This LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY provides that the door hinges and drawer glides will be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use. Replacement hinges and drawer glides are subject to their availability from our suppliers.

Masco Cabinetry LLC may elect to repair or replace any defective Merillat product covered by our warranty. Our warranty does not cover defects caused by misuse, abuse, negligence, alterations, environmental conditions, improper installation, storage and handling, nor any labor expenses.

From time to time, we will change design, specifications and materials as conditions require and improvements are developed, but we have no obligation to incorporate such changes in products we previously manufactured.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THIS EXPRESS WARRANTY. Some provinces and some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

THIS WARRANTY EXCLUDES ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. Some provinces and some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

This warranty is valid in the United States of America. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

To obtain performance under this warranty, the purchaser must contact the Merillat Classic® supplier and report, in writing, all defects claimed and provide the original sales receipt or other documentation acceptable to Masco Cabinetry LLC. If you have difficulty obtaining assistance, write to: Merillat Classic® Warranty Department, Masco Cabinetry LLC, 4600 Arrowhead Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48105.

FORWARD THINKING.
COMMITTED TO YOU, THE PLANET, AND THE FUTURE.

A steward of the planet.
Masco Cabinetry has been certified by the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association’s Environmental Stewardship Program. Certification is based on air quality, product resource management, process resource management, environmental stewardship and community relations. To learn more about our environmental stewardship, visit our website at www.merillat.com.

ISO 14001.
Masco Cabinetry facilities are proud to be ISO 14001 certified. ISO 14001 is a voluntary environmental management program that helps companies identify, prioritize and manage their environmental risks in an effort to reduce the impact of operations on the environment.
Visit us at Merillat.com

More ideas, more trends, more styles.
Merillat.com has visualization and planning tools, videos, and an idea-rich blog. If you want to understand the kitchen process, look no further.

Our step-by-step planning tools.
We’ll take you through the planning process in a highly personal, simple-to-understand manner. Let us help you create the kitchen of your dreams. We gather information, make recommendations, and make it easy to decide.

See the latest information.
Want to know what’s next? Want to learn about more research we’re conducting? It’s all there for you, every single day.

MerillatRoundTable.com
Facebook.com/MerillatCabinets
Twitter.com/Merillat
YouTube.com/MerillatCabinets
Google.com/s/MerillatCabinets
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